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The uncertainties in and correlations among some evaluated nuclear data are now evaluated to permit
estimation of data-related uncertainties in the outputs of neutronic calculations and to focus data
improvement efforts. Questions are discussed that arise in trying to obtain adequate numerical files
of variance-covariance uncertainty information. These involve 1) discrepant data, 2) experimental
data with incompletely reported uncertainties, 3) uncertainties in nuclear model results, 4) uncer-
tainty data for the resonance regions and for angle and energy distributions, and 5) the role of inte-
gral data in nuclear data evaluation. The question also arises whether files of uncertainty data
designed for technological applications can suffice to represent past knowledge in an evaluation that
includes new data. Directions are indicated toward resolving these questions.
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Introduction

In developing a file of nuclear data for engineering
applications, initial priority is given to sufficient
completeness and to obtaining results from neutronics
calculations that are comparable to those from experi-
ments* At a later stage* the need is felt to quantify
the quality of the codified data to permit the data-
related uncertainties in computed results to be esti-
mated and to help identify candidates for measurement
programs. Without quantified statements of uncer-
tainty and correlation there is no guide to the qual-
ity of a data file other than comparisons with integral
experiments that are also used to judge methods and
are sometimes used to adjust cross section data.

Efforts toward adequately complete characterization of
uncertainty in evaluated nuclear data have been seri-
ously undertaken at a modest level for a decade. These
efforts e.re bearing fruit in development and use of
improved evaluation techniques/' inclusion of exten-
sive uncertainty files in practical evaluated data
files,^ and in the publication of many uncertainty
analyses for neutronics calculations.3

Some definitions are required to clarify what is
meant by evaluated nuclear data uncertainty informa-
tion. Cross section data elements of interest here,
s., s , •••, have exact true values that remain un-
known to us. A multivariate density function f(s1,
s', ...) characterizes our knowledge of these values
biased on the research that has been performed, such
that we believe the probability that the true value
of the evaluated data vector lies in the element ds' =
ds'. ds' ... at £' is just f(£>')ds'. Then the evaluated
cross section

Si -J '"J "L
is the expected value (mean) of this density func-
tion, the variance or mean square "error" or uncer-
tainty is ^

var (s.) = 0". = /...j (s1. - s.) f(s') ds • ,
1 i J J i i — —

and the covariance between two data elements is

cov(si# s.) = [•••[ (s^ - si)(s! - s.) f(s*) ds' .
The effort up to now has been to parameterize the
complex multivariate density function by its moments of
first and second degree; we need not assume the density
function is normal in form. This focus on the second
moment of the density function is convenient because
of the easy rules for combining variances when a quan-
tity can be considered a linear function of the vari-
ables of the density function.



Note that if the evaluated cross sections must be rep
resented directly as a continuous function of energy,
some approximation must be employed to prevent codi-
fied uncertainty data from being intractably volumi-
nous; in any case we know very little about the value
of the cross section at a "point" in energy. For en-
ergy dependent "smooth" cross sections, piecewise con-
stant covariance quantities are therefore employed in
the ENDF/B system.'•j

If the evaluated data are in multigroup form, then
uncertainty (or "covariance") data can be written as
the matrix of variance and covariance elements:

var(s.), i = j
V '
ii

^ cov(s±, s ),

Based on first order theory, the variance of a com-
puted response R induced by the nuclear data JS from
which R is computed is given by

.. ff V.. .
If the density function goes toJzero not too far from
the evaluation s_, the central limit theorem assures
that computed results depending on many cross sections
will have nearly normal density functions.

Certain issues are sidestepped by development of nu-
clear data uncertainty files along the idealized lines
implied above. Systematic evaluation failures or
biases are not treated, yet the formats chosen to rep-
resent the evaluated cross sections themselves mandate
both bias and methods-related uncertainty. The non-
uniqueness of evaluated cross sections occurs because
the various evaluation effo.ts have not utilized ex-
actly the sattui knowledge bases. Finally, it is appar-
ent that judicious approximations are required to
identify, obtain, and codify the significant portion of
the defined variance-covariance information for an en-
tire cross-section set.

The sections below discuss some of the major ques-
tions that now arise in developing and codifying
nuclear data uncertainty information; the initial
intractable problem of estimating uncertainty data
retrospectively for existing evaluated data is set
aside here because evaluated data and their uncer-
tainties are intrinsically the results of a single
process.

Incompletely Reported Experimental Data

Our nuclear data evaluators seek to combine the world's
knowledge of the relevant cross sections, yet the ex-
perimental results with which evaluators must work are



infrequently reported with enough attention to their
needs. Information must be included to enable update
of the results themselves to compensate for revised
standards etc More relevant here, the published
variance-covariance information must be sufficiently
explicit that the corresponding matrix intended by the
author for the presented results can be generated with-
out ambiguity. When only a few results are given, the
matrix itself can be reproduced,* while in more complex
cases the publication of sufficiently complete informa-
tion has not posed insuperable difficulties.^ Note
that it is insufficient in general to just quote "sys-
tematic uncertainties" for the various experimental
points -- the covariance elements are rarely well de-
fined that way.

Almost as useless to an evaluator as ambiguously
specified variance and covariance elements is the un-
justified assertion by the experimenter of very small
systematic uncertainties. Taken at face value, the
claimed uncertainties might require the evaluator to
neglect all other experiments though they appear to
have been conducted with comparable care. Evaluators
need to be bold in revising claimed uncertainties
under such circumstances, even though severe criticism
is inevitable.. The next section covers the case where
experiments appear to be discrepant because the as-
signed uncertainties are too small.

Conflicting Data

We intuitively abhor ambiguity, so tend to be con-
cerned about differences even when the range of ex-
perimental results is narrower than the claimed
uncertainties. Data points appear to differ when
their "error bars" no longer overlap, yet in the com-
parison of any two large consistent data sets one
should observe very many points that differ by twice
the combined uncertainties. Real discrepancy is
identified by differences three or more times as large
as the combined uncertainties; where more than two
sets are being combined, chi-square tests are helpful
indicators of discrepancy though one must remember that
the tabulated probabilities are not quantitative unless
the density functions of the values being considered
are normal in form. Since the scatter among experi-
mental results can scarcely be ignored in the assign-
ment of uncertainty, methods like SUR^or SURP based
entirely on data scatter may sometimes be justified.

The relatively rigorous methods of data combination
based on various forms of least-square theory' can aid
combination of basically consistent data sets and per-
form the propagation of uncertainties. However, such
methods of data combination are even more helpless than



our intuition in the face cf real data discrepancies.
Figure 1 lists methods used by evaluators to deal with
discrepant inputs. Normative symbols indicate this
author's judgement about their typical suitability.
Those with the plus (+) symbol are recommended, those
in parentheses are discouraged/ and the remainder are
suggested to be used with caution. The recommended
procedures are time consuming but are much preferable
to arbitrary selection or weighting of data, or to
propagation of input uncertainties without concern for
consistency. In this figure "poor documentation" in-
cludes failure to given complete variance/covariance
information as discussed in the previous section.
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The schematic resonance parameter fit at the bottom of
Fig. 1 was chosen to illustrate that the misfit near
the center of the figure should primarily affect the
uncertainties of t>Dse parameters that represent the
center peak. The same principle applies when the
basis chosen for the parameterization is the cross sec-
tion set itself. Where discrepancy is general between
data sets rather than concentrated as in Fig. 1, one
may without fear of serious error expand the uncer-
tainties from least-squares procedures to "cover" the
discrepancies. (However, a rigorous justification of
this common technique cannot be given.)
In the presence of real data discrepancy, the role of
the evaluator is here seen as the strong one of up-
dating input quantities given by the experimenter.
This uncomfortable role requires consultation with the
providers of data and documentation of actions taken
and the reasons for them.

Uncertainty in the Results From Nuclear Models

Particularly in the energy range above 14 MeV, eval-
uators often use nuclear reaction models with some
parameter adjustment or verification by comparison with
any available direct experimental results. The param-
eters of these models have generally been obtained from
fitting of experimental results for theoretically re-
lated quantities, but for a variety of reasons there is
little quantified information available on the uncer-
tainties in and correlations among the model parameters.
Moreover, even for cases where the general class of
nuclear models to be used is well agreed upon, the
models are approximate representations of the physics

• and results are expected to deviate from true cross
sections even when there is enough direct data to adjust
parameters for a particular case.

A few authors have addressed the uncertainty of nu-
clear model outputs and have achieved some success."
To this author, it appears that a general treatment of



uncertainty in model calculations would require 1) ob-
taining a variance-covariance matrix of the model
parameters from analysis of the experiments that led
to the parameter selection, including whatever specific
data was applied to adjust the model for the case of
concern, 2) propagation of the parameter variance-
covariance marix to give the uncertainties and correla-
tions for all the cross sections computed with that
model. Since bias caused by systematic inadequacy of
a model cannot be handled by present uncertainty treat-
ments, the first step may include supplementing the
"pure" physics model with additional parameters needed
to represent known systematic model failures. Exper-
ience concerning the applicability of a global model to
a specific nuclide must be considered so that available
data for that particular nuclide will carry appropri-
ately high weight. More examples are needed of tech-
niques that allow one to estimate and codify the
patterns of uncertainty in model outputs.

07 The Resonance Region

In the resonance cross section region the evaluator
is challenged with detailed and complex cross section
behavior not always clearly seen in experiments, but
is aided by some knowledge of the formulae that should
be applicable to represent this behavior.

For cases in which only a few resonances are impor-
tant, the existing data can in principle be fit and
the variance-covariance matrix of all the resonance
parameters can be entered directly into an evaluated
file to allow whatever uncertainty propagation is re-
quired. (0 This direct approach is rarely exercised
because the resonance parameter uncertainties usually
obtained from fitting codes are unreal!stically small.
This effect is believed to occur because resonance
analysis codes up to now have typically not permitted
the user to include the systematic covariances among
the input data that sbould dominate the parameter uncer-
tainty when many data points combine to determine the
value of the parameter itself. (The theorem on which
rests the calculation of the variance-covariance matrix
of least-squares fitting parameters requires that the
complete variance-covariance matrix of the input data
• be included.) This simplest case is solved in prin-
ciple; it remains to obtain experience with more
advanced resonance analysis codes that accept input
covariance data. \'

For nuclides that have many-resonances that are of
likely importance, such as Fe or U, an almost



prohibitively large variance-covariance matrix for
resonance parameters would have to be developed if the
above solution were to be applied, and obtaining the
needed sensitivity coefficients might be uneconomic
In any case, since the long-range uncertainties impor-
tant to any broad-group cross section set must depend
on the correlated uncertainties in the underlying ex-
perimental data, it appears that the covariances among
values of corresponding parameters of the various reso-
nances could be evaluated and codified by energy region
just as are smooth cross sections* This hypothesis has
not been verified, so what is needed is derivation of
analytical results fcr simple cases, verification using
numerical examples, and finally application of the re-
sulting technique* Through such a development we could
hope to obtain the uncertainties in shielded cross sec-
tions throughout the resolved resonance regions.
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In evaluations where a portion of the resonance region
is represented with "statistical" resonance parameters,
additional problems impede progress toward achieving
the ability to obtain appropriately complete uncer-
tainty representations.\3* So little experience is
available and there is so much question about the eval-
uation techniques used that it must suffice here to ask
whether the local cross section fluctuations expected
within any unresolved resonance treatment should be
represented in the uncertainty file, and to note that
the techniques to be developed must take into account
the evaluation method used to obtain the statistical
parameters end the uncertainties in those methods as
well <*s in the data employed.

Angle and Energy Distributions

There is little experience known to the author in
parameterizing the uncertainties in angle, energy, or
joint angle-energy distributions. Since these distri-
butions are a function of neutron energy, the large
quantity of data that appear to be required has inhib-
ited trials aad format definitions.

In the case of secondary angle distributions evalu-
ated in terms of their Legendre coefficients, the nat-
ural solution will be to tabulate piecewise constant
uncertainties in and among thase coefficients as a
function of incident neutron energy for a few low-order

, coefficients. If the evaluated file instead contains
tabulated angular distributions, similarly defined
quantities based on symmetric and assymetric compo-
nents of the anisotropy may be appropriate parameters.
The main research required before implementation of
such representations is a demonstration that covari-
ance information in these forms can readily be pro-
cessed to obtain the quantities needed for uncertainty



propagation in transport calculations*

The problem in representing the uncertainties in sec-
ondary energy distributions such as fission spectra is
that not only are the parameters uncertain but also the
forms of the spectra are not very well known. There-
fore/ the variance and covariance elements that could
readily be obtained as a function of incident neutron
energy would likely underestimate the uncertainties at
very high secondary neutron energies/ for instance.
Nevertheless, codifying the uncertainties in the pa-
rameters would be a valuable step. Marable et al.^-'
have computed sensitivity coefficients of some integral
experiment results to the mean and the variance of the
secondary energy distribution; the uncertainties in
these quantities could be sought and tabulated. Further
progress in this area awaits additional practical de-
monstrations .

The Role of Integral Data

Numerous examples have been given'1? of inclusion of
integral with differential data to allow refinement of
cross sections. One can at least improve the ability
to calculate the results of integral experiments similar
to those used in the data "adjustment." Such refine-
ment is sound in principle provided that full covari-
ance data for the integral experiments and calculations
are included, the cross section set being adjusted is
sufficiently complete, and calculational methods errors
("biases") can be assumed to be negligible or to cancel
out between the calculations of the integral experiments
and practical systems. In any such technique, care must
be exercised that the integral data used to adjust the
cross section set not have already teen used to guide
the evaluation of the input differential data.
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Examples for which cross seciton adjustments might
readily be attempted using a basis of cross-section var-
iables too incomplete to allow broad application of the
results include (1) multigroup sets for shielding appli-
cations with broad energy groups and low-order angular
expansions, and (2) multigroup representations in the
resonance regions for nuclides having high number den-
sities. In the first case the apparent solution is to
perform adjustments on "tailored" sets designed to rec-
ognize important cross-section features, and in the sec-

• ond case variables other than the group cross sections
must reflect the fact that resonance self-protection
factors are independent quantities.

Covariance Representation for Incremental Evaluation

In prirciple it is possible to perform cross section
evaluations including new data by considering an ear-
lier evaluation, together with its variance-covariance



file, as a Bayesian prior. ̂  (The same equations are
solved in the complete adjustment codes if the new
differential data are utilized in a manner similar to
the integral data often employed.) This technique has
been successfully employed, but with two difficulties
of interest here.

Existing covariance•evaluations often carefully repre-
sent the uncertainties correlated over broad energy
ranges but do not represent the uncorrelated uncer-
tainties that exist between cross sections at nearby
energies. This approach is often adequate for uncer-
tainty propagation for engineering applications, but
for incremental evaluation has the effect that the im-
plied correlations among the prior evaluated cross sec-
tions at the energies of new measurements are far too
close to unity. The new evaluated cross sections from
the code sometimes include apparently unphysical re-
sults, results that would be correct if the covariance
data supplied to the code had been correct. \j? How may
this problem be overcome? It appears that the covari-
ance data required for incremental updating of evalua-
tions is more detailed than the representation needed
for propagation of uncertainty in engineering applica-
tions. An obvious solution is for the evaluator to
derive uncorrelated variance information on a finer grid
than that needed by general users of the evaluation.
Another approach has been to parameterize the covari-
ance information in terms of correlations effective
over small and large energy rangesoVX This approach is
convenient but may not correspond to the actual infor-
mation content of the underlying experiments and might
sometimes correspond to variance-covariance matrices
that are not positive definite.

Another problem is that these codes obtain computing
economy by assuming that the "new" data being combined
with the prior evaluation are uncorrelated with the
data base of the prior evaluation. In some cases this
assumption is not valid, and then the idea of incre-
mental evaluation is helpful only as a concept.
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Final Comments

Seasonably complete representations of the variance-
, covariance information corresponding to evaluated cross

section sets are not available after a decade of exper-
ience developing such data for the simple yet important
cases. Approaches to more thorough treatments are ap-
parent and further development appears to be warranted
for those cross sections most important for practical
applications of nuclear data. Until covariance data



\° and uncertainty analysis techniques become somewhat
more comprehensive/ one cannot be sure about the full
extent of the covariance data that will be reguired
in a fully adequate evaluated nuclear data file.
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